We describe a general technique for identifying modules in programs that d o n o t designate them explicitly. The method is based on concept analysis | a branch of lattice theory that can b e u s e d t o i dentify similarities among a set of objects bas e d o n t h e i r attributes. W e discuss how concept analysis can identify potential m odules using both positive" and negative" information. We present a n a l gorithmic framework to construct a lattice of concepts from a program, where each concept represents a potential module. We describe an algorithm that, give n a c o ncept lattice, identi es possible w a ys of partitioning the program into modules. We discuss a prototype implementation and some results on small and medium-sized programs.
Introduction
Many existing software systems were developed using programming languages and paradigms that do not incorporate object-oriented features and design principles. These systems often have a monolithic style that makes maintenance and further enhancement an arduous task. The software engineer's job would be less di cult if there were t ools that could transform code that does not make explicit use of modules into functionally equivalent o b j ect-oriented code that does make use of modules or classes. G i v en a tool to partially automate such a transformation, legacy systems cou l d b e m odernized, making them easi e r t o m a intain. The modularization of programs o ers the added bene t of increased opportunity for code reuse.
The major di culty w ith software modularization is the accurate identi cation of potential modules and classes. This paper describes how a technique known as concept analysis can help automate modularization. The main contributions of this paper are:
We s h o w h o w t o apply concept analysis to the modularization problem.
Previous work on the modularization problem has made use only of positive" information: Modules are identi ed based on properties such a s function f uses variable x" o r f has an argument o f t ype t". It is sometimes the case that a module can be identi ed by what values or types it does not depend upon | for example, function f uses the elds of struct queue, but not the elds of struct stack". Concept analysis allows both positive and negative information t o be incorporated into a modularization criterion. See Section 3 .2. Unlike several p r eviously proposed techniques, the concept-analysis approach o ers the ability to stay within the system" as opposed to applying ad hoc methods when the rst suggested modularization is judged to be inadequate:
If the proposed modularization is on too ne a scale, the user can move up" the partition lattice. See Section 4. If the proposed modularizati o n i s t oo coarse, the user can add additional a ttributes to identify ner-granularity concepts. See Section 3 . W e h a v e implemented a prototype tool that uses concept analysis to propose modularizations o f C p r ograms. The implementation has been tested on several small and medium-sized examples. The largest example consists of a b o ut 28,000 lines of source code. See Section 5.
As an example, consider the C implementation of stacks and queues shown in Figure 1 . Queues are represented by t w o stacks, one for the front and one for the back; information is shifted from the front stack t o t he back s t ack when the back s t ack is empty. The queue functions only make use of the stack elds indirectly | by calling the stack functions. Although the stack and queue functions are written in an interleaved order, we w ould like t o b e a ble to tease the two components apart and make them separate classes, one a client of the other, a s in the C++ code given in Figure 2 . This paper discusses a technique by w h i c h modules in this case C++ classes can be identi ed in code that does not delineate them explicitly. The resulting information can then be supplied to a suitable transformation tool that maps C code to C++ code, as in the aforementioned example. Although other modularization a lgorithms are able to i d e n tify the same decomposition 2, 14 , they are unable to handle a variant of this example in which stack and queue are more tightly intertwined see Section 3.2. In Section 3.2, w e show that concept analysis is able to g roup the code from the latter example into separate queue and stack modules.
Secti o n 2 i n troduces contexts and concept analysis, and an algorithm for building concept lattices from contexts. Section 3 discusses a process for identifying modules in C programs based on concept analysis. Section 4 de nes the notion o f a c o ncept partition a nd presents a n a l g orithm for nding the partitions of a c o ncept lattice. Section 5 discusses the implementation and results. Section 6 concerns related work. 
A C oncept Analysis Primer
Concept analysis provides a way t o identify sensible groupings o f objects that h a v e common attributes.
To illustrate concept analysis, we c o nsider the example of a crude classi cati o n o f a g roup of mammals: cats, chimpanzees, dogs, d o lphins, humans, and whales. Suppose we c o nsider ve a ttributes: four-legged, hair-covered, intelligent, marine, and thumbed. The mappings are antimonotone and extensive. In the mammal example, fcats; chimpanzeesg = f hair-coveredg and fmarineg = f dolphins;whalesg. The signi cance of the theorem is that the least common superconcept of a set of concepts can be computed by i n t ersecting their intents, and by t a king the union of t he extents and then nding the common o b j ects of the set of common attributes of that resulting union. An example of the application of the fundamental theorem is as follows: fchimpanzeesg; fhair-covered;intelligent;thumbedgtfdolphins;whalesg;fintelligent;marineg = fchimpanzees; dolphins; whalesg; fintelligentg = fintelligentg; fintelligentg = fchimpanzees; humans; dolphins; whalesg; fintelligentg This computation corresponds to the fact that c 1 t c 2 = c 5 in the lattice shown in Figure 3 .
There are several a l g orithms f o r c o mputing a concept lattice fr o m a g i v en context 11 . We describe a simple bottom-up algorithm here.
An important fact about concepts and contexts used in the algorithm is that, g i v en a set of objects X, t he smallest concept with extent containing X is X; X . Thus, the bottom element of the concept lattice is ;; ; | the concept consisting of all those objects that have all the attributes often the empty s e t , as in our example.
The initial step of t he algorithm is to compute the bottom of the concept lattice. The next step is to compute atomic concepts | smallest concepts with extent c o n taining each of the objects treated as a singleton set. T he atomic concepts correspond to those nodes in the concept lattice reachable from the bottom node in one step. Computation of some of the atomic concepts f or the mammal example is shown below: fcatsg = ffour-legged; hair-coveredg = fcats; dogsg fchimpanzeesg = fhair-covered; intelligent;thumbedg = fchimpanzeesg
The algorithm then closes the set of a tomic concepts under join: Initially, a w orklist is formed containing all pairs of a t omic concepts c 0 ; c such t hat c 6 c 0 and c 0 6 c. While the worklist is not empty, remove a n element o f t he worklist c 0 ; c 1 a nd compute c 00 = c 0 t c 1 using the fundamental theorem of concept analysis. I f c 0 0 is a concept that is yet to be discovered then add all pairs of concepts c 00 ; c s u c h that c 6 c 00 and c 00 6 c to the worklist. The process is repeated until the worklist is empty.
The iterative s t ep of the concept-building algorithm is illustrated below: One of the advantages of using concept analysis is that m ultiple possibilities for modularization are o ered. In addition, the relationships among concepts in the concept lattice also o ers i n s ight into the structure within proposed modules. For example, at the atomic level, initialization func- 
Adding complementary attributes to untangle" c o d e
The stack a nd queue example, as considered thus far, has not demonstrated the full power that concept analysis brings to the modularization problem. It is relatively straightforward to separate the code shown in Figure 1 into two modules, and techniques such a s t hose described in 2, 14 will also create the same grouping. In essence, the concept analysis described above e m ulates these techniques. This shows that concept analysis encompasses previously de ned methods for modularization. We n o w show that concept analysis o ers t he possibility t o g o b e y ond previously de ned methods: It o ers the ability t o t e a se apart code that is, in some sense, more tangled".
To illustrate what we mean by more tangled code, consider a slightly modi ed stack and queue example. Suppose the functions isEmptyQ and enq have been written so that they modify the stack elds directly see Figure 4 , rather than c a lling isEmptyStack and push. While this may b e m o re e cient, it makes the code more di cult to maintain | simple changes in the stack implementation m a y require changes in the queue code. Furthermore, it complicates the process of identifying separate modules. If we apply concept analysis using the same set of a t tributes as we did above, attribute 4 uses elds of struct stack" now applies to isEmptyQ and enq. T able 2 shows the context relation f o r the tangled stack and queue code with the original sets of objects and attributes.
The resulting concept latti c e i s s h o wn in Figure 5 . Observe that concept c 5 can still be identi ed with a queue module, but none of the concepts coincide with a stack module. In particular, even though the extent o f c 0 is finitStackg and the extent o f c 2 is fisEmptyStack;push;popg, the concept c 0 tc 2 = c 7 is not the stack concept: c 7 consists of initStack, isEmptyStack, isEmptyQ, push, enq, and pop, w hich mixes the stack operations with some, but not all, of the queue operations. The concept lattice and corresponding key for the tangled" stack and queue example using the attributes listed on page 8.
The problem is that t he attributes listed on page 8 re ect only positive" information. A distinguishing characteristic of the stack operations is that they depend on the elds of struct stack but not on the elds of struct queue. T o untangle" these components, we need to augment the set of attributes with negative" information | in this case the complement o f uses elds of struct queue" i.e., does not use elds of struct queue". The This concept lattice contains all of the concepts in the concept lattice from F i g ure 5, as w ell as an additional concept, c 4 , w hich corresponds to a stack module.
This modularization identi es isEmptyQ and enq as being part o f a queue module that is separate from a stack module, even though these t w o o perations make d i r ect use of stack elds. This raises some issues for the subsequent C-to-C++ code-transformation phase. Although one might be able to devise transformations to remove these dependences of queue operations on the private members of the stack class e.g., b y i n troducing appropriate calls on member functions of the stack class, a more straightforward C-to-C++ transformation w ould simply use the C++ friend mechanism, as shown i n F igure 6.
Other choices for attributes
A concept is a maximal c o llection of objects having common properties. A cohesive m o d u l e i s a collection of functions perhaps along with a data structure having common properties. Therefore, when employing concept analysis to the modularization problem, it is reasonable to have o b j ects correspond to functions. However, we h a v e m o re exibility when it comes to attributes. There are a wide variety o f a t tributes we m ight c hoose in an e ort to identify concepts modules in a program. Our examples have u s ed attributes that re ect the way struct data t ypes are used. But in some instances, it may be useful to use attributes that c a pture o t her properties. Other possibilities for attributes include the following:
Variable-usage information: Related functions can sometimes be identi ed by their use of common global variables. An attribute capturing this information might b e o f t he form uses global variable x". Data ow and slicing information can be useful in identifying modules. Attributes capturing this information might be of the form may u s e a v alue that ows from statement s" o r i s part of the slice with respect to statement s".
Information obtained f r om type i n ferencing: T ype inference can be used to uncover distinctions between seemingly identical types 10, 9 . For example, if f is a function declared to be of type int int ! bool, t ype inference might discover that f's m o st general t ype is of the form ! bool. T his reveals that the type of f's rst argument is distinct from the type of its second argument even though they had the same declared type. Attributes might then be of the form has argument o f t ype " rather than simply has argument o f t y pe int". This would prevent functions from being grouped together merely because of super cial similarities in the declared types of t heir arguments. Disjunctions of attributes: The user may b e a w are of certain properties of the input program, perhaps the similarity o f t w o data structures. Disjunctive a t tributes allow the user to specify properties of the form 1 or 2 ". F or example, uses elds of stack or uses elds of queue".
Any or all of these attributes could be used together in one context. This highlights one of the advantages of the concept-analysis approach to modularization: It represents not j ust a single algorithm for modularization; rather, it provides a framework for obtaining a collection of di erent modularization algorithms.
Concept and Module Partitions
Thus far, we h a v e discussed how a concept lattice can be built from a program in such a w a y that concepts represent potential modules. However, becau s e o f o v erlaps between concepts, not e v ery group of concepts represents a p o tential modularization. Feasible modularizations are partitions: collections of m o d u l e s t hat are disjoint, but include all the functions in the input code. To limit the number of choices that a software engineer would be presented with, it is helpful to identify such partitions.
We n o w formalize the notion of a concept partition and present an algorithm to identify such partitions from a concept lattice. f topg P 1 is the atomic partition. P 2 and P 3 are combinations of atomic concepts and larger concepts. P 4 consists of one stack m odule and one queue module. P 5 is the trivial partition: All functions are placed in one module.
Concept partitions
By looking at concept partitions, the software engineer can eliminate nonsensical possibilities.
In the preceding example, c 7 does not appear i n a n y partition | if it did, then to what module i.e., nonoverlapping concept would deq belong? An atomic partition of a concept latti c e i s a c o ncept partition consisting of exactly the atomic concepts. Recall that the atomic concepts a re the concepts with smallest extent containing each of the objects treated as a singleton set. For instance, see the atomic concepts in the mammal example on page 7. A concept lattice need not h a v e a n a t omic partition. For example, the lattice in Figure 3 page 6 does not h a v e a n a t o mic partition: The atomic concepts a re c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 ; however, c 1 and c 3 overlap | the object chimpanzees" is in the extent o f b o th concepts.
The atomic partition o f a concept lattice is often a good starting point for choosing a modularization of a program. In order to d e v elop tools to work with concept partitions, it is useful to be able to guarantee the existence of a t omic partitions. This can b e a c hieved by a ugmenting a context with negative information similar to what we did in Section 3.2.
Given a context O; A;R, a c omplement of an attribute a 2 A is an attribute a such that fag = f x 2 O j x; a 6 2 Rg. That is, a is an attribute o f e x a ctly the objects that do not have property a. F or example, in the attribute t able on page 11, 5 and 6 are complements. It is straightforward to see that e v ery context has a complemented extension, and that the concept lattice of a complemented extension has an atomic partition. Using this fact, we can now present a n algorithm to nd the all the partitions of a concept lattice.
Finding partitions from a concept lattice
Given a concept lattice, we de ne the following relations on its elements: The set of immediate suprema of concept x, denoted by supsx, is the set of l a ttice elements y such that x y and there are no elements z for which x z y. The set of ancestors of x, denoted by ancsx, i s t he set of lattice elements y such t hat y x and y 6 = x. The algorithm builds up a collection of all the partitions of a concept lattice. Let P be the collection of partitions that we a re forming. Let W b e a w o rklist of partitions. We begin with the atomic partition, which is the set of immediate suprema of the bottom element o f t he concept lattice. P and W are both initialized to the singleton set containing the atomic partition.
The algorithm works by c o nsidering partitions from worklist W until W is empty. F or each partition removed from W, new partitions are formed when possible by selecting a concept of the partition, choosing a supremum of that concept, adding it to t he partition, and removing overlapping concepts. The algorithm is given in Figure 7 .
In the worst case, the number of partitions can be exponential in the number of c o ncepts. In such a c a se or any case where the number of partitions is large, i t i s p o ssible to adapt the algorithm to work interactively. After each new partition is discovered, the algorithm would pause for the user to consider that partition. If it is on too ne a scale, the user would allow the algorithm to iterate further to nd coarser-grained partitions.
Implementation and Results
We h a v e implemented a prototype tool that employs concept analysis to propose modularizations of C programs. It is written in Standard ML of New Jersey version 109.24 and runs on a Sun Sparc under Solaris 2.5.1.
The prototype takes a C program as input. The default object set is the set of all functions de ned in the input program. The default attribute s et consists of one attribute of the form uses the elds of struct t" f o r each user-de ned struct type or equivalent typedef i n t he input program. The user has the option to include attributes of the form has a parameter or return type of t ype t." The context can be formed as is, or can be formed in fully complemented form, where for e a c h user-de ned struct type, the attributes of the form does not use elds of struct t" or does not h a v e a parameter or return ty p e o f t ype t" are included in the attribute set of the context.
The context is then fed into a concept analyzer, which builds the concepts bottom up as described in Section 2. The user can then view the concept lattice or feed the lattice into the partitioner, which c o mputes depending on the user's choice all possible partitions or one partition a t a time.
The examples in this paper were analyzed by the implementation. Preliminary results on larger examples appear promising. In particular, w e h a v e used the prototype tool on the SPEC 95 benchmark go The Many F aces of G o ". The program consists o f r oughly 28,000 lines of C code, 372 functions, and 8 user-de ned data types. The concept lattice for the fully complemented context associated with these functions and data types consists o f t hirty-four concepts and was constructed in 30 seconds of user time on a SPARCstation 1 0 w i t h 6 4 MB of RAM. The partitioner identi ed 63 possible partitions of the lattice in roughly the same amount o f t i m e.
Case study: chull.c
chull.c is a program taken from a computational-geometry library that computes the convex hull of a set of vertices in the plane. The program consists o f roughly one thousand lines of C code. It has t w enty-six functions and three user-de ned struct data types: tVertex, tEdge, and tFace, representing vertices, edges, a nd faces, respectively. The context fed into t he concept analyzer consisted of the twenty-six functions as the object set, s i x a ttributes uses elds of tVertex", does not use elds of tVertex", e t c., and the binary relation indicating whether or not function f uses elds of one of t he struct types. The concept analyzer built twenty-eight c o ncepts and the corresponding lattice in roughly one second of user time. The lattice appears in Figure 8 . The partitioner computed the 153 p o ssible partitions of the concept lattice in roughly two seconds. The atomic partition groups the functions into the eight concepts l i s t ed in Table 3 . This partition indicates that t he code does not cleanly break i n t o three modules e.g., o neforeach struct type. H o w ever, assuming that the goal i s t o t r ansform chull.c into an equivalent C++ program, the eight concepts d o s uggest a possible modularization based on t he three types: Concepts 2, 3, and 4 would correspond to three classes, for v ertex, edge, and face, respectively; concept 1 would correspond to a driver" module; and the functions in concepts 5 through 8 would form f o ur friend" modules, where each of the functions would be declared to b e a f riend of the appropriate classes.
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Related W ork
Although there is a growing body of literature concerning module and abstract-data-type recovery from non-modular code e.g., 13, 6 , w e a re unaware of previous work on the problem involving the use of concept analysis. Because modularization re ects a design decision that is inherently subjective, it is unlikely that the modularization process can ever be fully automated. Given that some user interaction will be required, the concept-analysis approach o ers certain advantages over other previously proposed techniques, namely, the ability to stay w i t hin the system" as opposed to applying ad hoc methods when the user judges that the modularization that the system suggests is unsatisfactory. If the proposed modularization is on too ne a scale, the user can move up" the partition lattice. See Section 4. If the proposed modularization is too coarse, the user can add additional a t tributes to generate more concepts. See Section 3. F urthermore, concept analysis really provides a family of modularization algorithms: Rather than o ering one xed technique, di erent a t tributes can be chosen for di erent c o nditions. The work most closely related to ours is that of Liu and Wilde 8 , which makes use of a table that is very much l i k e t he object-attribute r elation of a context. H o w ever, whereas our work uses concept analysis to analyze such tables, Liu and Wilde propose a less powerful analysis. They also propose that the user intervene with ad hoc adjustments if the results of modularization are unsatisfactory. As explained above, the concept-analysis approach can naturally generate a variety of possible decompositions i.e., di erent c o llections of concepts that partition the set of objects.
The concept-analysis approach is more general than that of Canfora e t a l. 2 , which i d e n t i es abstract data types by analyzing a graph that links functions to their argument t ypes and return types. The same information can be captured using a context, where the objects are the functions, and the attributes are the possible argument a nd return types for example, attributes 0; : : : ; 3 in the attribute table on page 8. By adding attributes that indicate whether elds of compound data types are used in a function, as is done in the example used in this paper, concept-analysis becomes a more p o w erful tool for identifying potential modules than the technique described in 2 .
The work described in 3 and 4 expands on the abstract-data-type identi cation technique described in 2 : Call and dominance information is used to introduce a hierarchical nesting structure to modules. It may be possible to c o m bine the techniques from 3 and 4 with the concept-analysis approach o f t h e p r esent paper.
The concept-analysis approach i s a lso more g eneral than technique used in the OBAD tool 1 4 , which i s d e s igned to identify abstract data types in C programs. OBAD analyzes a graph that consists of nodes representing functions and struct types, and edges representing the use of internal elds of a struct type by a f unction. This recovers similar i n f o rmation to a concept analysis in which the attributes are exactly those indicating the use o f e l d s o f struct types for example, 4 and 5 in Table 3 .1 on page 8. However, OBAD will stumble on tangled code like t hat i n the example discussed in Section 3.2. The additional discriminatory power of the concept-analysis approach is due to the fact that it is able to exploit both positive and negative information.
In contrast with the approach to identifying objects described in 1 , o ur technique is aimed at analyzing relationships among functions and types to identify classes. I n 1 , the aim is to identify objects that link functions to speci c variables. A similar e ect can be achieved via concept analysis by i n troducing one attribute for each actual parameter.
There has been a certain amount o f w o rk involving the use of cluster analysis to identify potential modules e.g., 5 , 1 , 7 . This work implicitly or explicitly involves the identi cation o f potential modules by d e t ermining a similarity m easure among pairs of functions. We a r e currently investigating the link between concept analysis and cluster analysis.
Concept analysis has previously been applied in a software-engineering tool, albeit for a problem much d i erent f r om modularization: the NORA RECS tool uses concept analysis to identify con icts i n s oftware-con guration information 11 .
